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Conclusion

Controlling value-added features
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smoother, sinusoidal current waveform can improve the
user experience of appliances such as air conditioners,
refrigerators and washing machines, enabling vendors
to offer quieter operation as a high-value feature, as well
as increasing longevity and reducing repair costs.

Optimizing the inverter design to permit a larger com
mutation angle produces a waveform that more closely
resembles tbe ideal sinusoid. Developing this approach in
successive generations of motor-control les has enabled
the inverter's commutation angle to be increased from
120· to 150· and ultimately 180· - whicb results in a cur
rent waveform very closely approximating to a sinusoid 
allowing customers to achieve near-silent motor driving.

Another approach to appliance motor control, now
entering the market in the form of single-chip control
ICs, implements a low-cost vector-control scheme in
hardware. This effectively relieves the burden of software
development from appliance designers and third-party
motor vendors, thereby allowing vector control - which
enables the ultimate smooth and silent operation - to
become more accessible in today's highly cost-sensitive
appliance markets.

Advances in power semiconductors are enabling appli
ance designers to deliver new products satisfying end-user
and government demands for greater energy e'tficiency.

In addition to the BLOC motors used in bigb-power ap
plications such as driving compressors and washing ma
chine drums, other motor types sucb as small steppers
and brushed motors are needed for value-added features
such as refrigerator ice makers and internal cold-air
regulators. By implementing two H-bridge channels
in one device, using DMOS integration, it is possible to
build a controller that is equally capable of driving the
forward/reverse brush motor typically used in the ice
maker, or a 2-phase bipolar stepping motor as used for
cold air regulation. The ability to use the same control
ler for either type of motor can effectively reduce design
overheads for equipment producers. Stepper motors in
fact have a variety of uses in the appliance space, such as
air-conditioner filter cleaners, air blowers and dampers.
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